The diversification effect, a tendency toward greater variety as multiple choices are made simultaneously, in advance of consumption, is a robust and important phenomenon. Researchers have typically explained the diversification effect in terms of differences in the process by which people select items from among those available. This precludes the possibility that the locus of the effect lies in people's choice sets themselves-that is, how people decide which options to consider when making choices. The authors examine the effects of set formation using an experimental choice sequence task and conjoined stochastic model of set formation and conditional choice. The findings demonstrate that set formation plays a critical role in diversification: Previously chosen options are indeed discounted, but only for simultaneous choices and only in the set formation portion of the model. Furthermore, the expected number of choice set items is substantially greater in multiple-versus single-item choice. Specifically, when consumers choose simultaneously, choice set sizes appear relatively larger overall, but the previously chosen item is less likely to be in a person's (latent) choice set. These findings cannot be attributed to alternative patterns of covariation, including latent error correlations; to temporal stochastic inflation; or to unobserved heterogeneity.
Few of consumers' everyday choices are made for immediate consumption. Rather, most involve selecting multiple alternatives in the present with an eye toward future use (e.g., grocery shopping, ordering office supplies, planning vacation itineraries, selecting films for a Netflix queue). A large and growing body of research suggests that people choosing multiple items from an assortment tend to exhibit greater variety (e.g., choose a larger number of unique items) when all are chosen simultaneously (as a group, well in advance of consumption) than when each item is chosen sequentially (one at a time) (e.g., Galak, Kruger, and Loewenstein 2011; Read et al. 2001; Read and Loewenstein 1995; Simonson 1990) . This phenomenon, which we refer to as the "diversification effect," has been observed across multiple domains and appears to be robust.
It is important for both marketers and decision theorists to gain a deeper understanding of the diversification effect. First, and centrally, we want to understand what is often termed a "bias": Why should consumers fail to accurately anticipate (at the time of purchase) their own desire for variety (at the time of consumption)? Holding aside tales of soup cans purchased "for a change of pace"-yet never consumed-both marketing managers and decision theorists need to understand why choices may systematically fail to match up with consumers' eventual desires. Second, and the main topic of our investigation, it is thus far unclear what consumers are discounting when they appear to overseek variety: Are they evaluating previously consumed items and undervaluing what they have to offer, or are they perhaps setting a higher bar for previously chosen items to enter their choice set in the first place? In other words, is diversification driven primarily by choice set formation (with each item judged separately on its own merits) or during selection (with each item compared with the others in the choice set)?
The greater diversification observed when choices are made all at once (as opposed to in a temporally separated sequence) has consistently been conceptualized as emanating from a variety-seeking choice strategy. For example, in the foundational article on the diversification effect, Simonson (1990, p. 152 ) describes simultaneous variety seeking as a "choice heuristic to save time and effort" and a "strategy employed by consumers in the face of uncertainty about future tastes." Read and Loewenstein (1995) propose that simultaneous choice is framed as a portfolio, thereby evoking a diversification choice heuristic; they also suggest that people overseek variety in an attempt to avoid future satiation. In their overview of diversification motives in consumer choice, Kahn and Ratner (2005) note that variety seeking can be a beneficial and adaptive choice strategy but that people can overseek variety as well, highlighting the diversification effect as an example.
We similarly presume-and present evidence-that the diversification effect manifests in observed sequences of choices. However, we depart from prior investigations in questioning whether these choice sequences suggest that the diversification effect is largely a phenomenon of choice itself; perhaps instead it is one of choice set formationwherein consumers manipulate the composition of the set of acceptable items from which to choose. The marketing and choice theory literatures provide tools to examine this question rigorously. As verified by evidence from several research streams, observed choices (of brands) are sometimes better accounted for by a model that encodes two distinct components than by either alone: choice set formation and brand choice conditional on choice set (hereafter referred to, respectively, as "set formation" and "conditional choice"). 1 The choice set formation submodel allows for consumers' evaluating only a subset of available alternatives before arriving at their final selection (Erdem and Swait 2004; Roberts and Lattin 1991) , and selection is made from this (latent) set.
Extant accounts of the diversification effect have focused on this final (observable) selection alone, with little attention to the possible effects of set formation and, to the best of our knowledge, no prior attempt to formally model it. Here, using an experiment designed to differentially elucidate various aspects of set formation and conditional choice, we model both explicitly to examine their relative impacts when choosing simultaneously versus sequentially. When estimated, this conjoined model provides evidence for several novel phenomena. First, consumers choosing simultaneously (vs. sequentially) include a greater number of alternatives in their choice set-being latent, this is inferred from that portion of the conjoined model-suggesting a tendency to diversify their choice sets more than sequential decision makers.
Second, we find strong evidence of structural state dependence (Seetharaman 2004 )-specifically, a negative effect of the previously selected item, often interpreted as being indicative of variety seeking. However, this effect appears in a telling manner: only for the simultaneous decision makers and only in set formation, not in conditional choice. This suggests that prior model-based evidence of variety seeking in diversification, in not allowing for a set formation stage, may have been misinterpreted as discounting an item in a "head-to-head" multinomial type comparison (with other options) rather than a failure to include it in the choice set at all (e.g., in a "passing the threshold" binary type assessment, perhaps irrespective of other options). In other words, failing to methodologically incorporate set formation, and instead examining (unconditional) choice in isolation, can lead to an erroneous inference: that consumers are using a diversification choice heuristic when they may instead be diversifying the alternatives in their choice set.
Third, among our experimental manipulations is the degree of dominance of a person's favorite item, and we find that its marginal effect (i.e., above all others in the model) is to decrease expected choice set size and, moreover, that this has a particular pattern of interaction across the simultaneous and sequential choice conditions-one distinct from that suggested by observed choices alone. Specifically, in simultaneous choice, both expected choice set size and observed diversification increase as favorite dominance weakens. In contrast, in sequential choice, only expected choice set size increases; observed diversification is unaffected. The net result is a large moderating effect of favorite dominance on the size of the diversification effect and a very small moderating effect of favorite dominance on simultaneous-versus-sequential expected choice set size differences.
We next discuss prior research on the diversification effect, with an eye toward disentangling set formation from conditional choice. We then briefly review classic and recent work in modeling choice set formation effects, the particular conjoined model specification used throughout, and efficient estimation approaches. This is followed by a description of the goals and procedures used in the experimental study, which involved construction of participantspecific item sets, multiple choice occasions conducted over several weeks, and manipulations of both simultaneous versus sequential choice and degree of dominance of participants' stated-favorite item. The article concludes with a presentation of substantive and significant effects and a discussion of their implications for choice modeling, marketing, and decision making in general. Simonson's (1990) influential research is the first to demonstrate that people choosing multiple items from among an assortment tend to choose a greater variety of items when all items are chosen simultaneously (before consumption) than when each item is individually chosen (then consumed) in sequence. Simonson's (1990) finding, based on an experiment in which all participants selected from the same assortment, was replicated as part of a subsequent study (Read and Loewenstein 1995) . Similar effects have been observed with audio tracks (Read et al. 2001) , gambles (Read et al. 2001) , and lottery tickets (Read, Loewenstein, and Kalyanaraman 1999) , among other item types, with interconsumption time periods spanning from minutes to a week. Galak, Kruger, and Loewenstein (2011) find that, at low rates of consumption, consumers' tendency to overestimate their own desire for variety was especially pronounced.
THE DIVERSIFICATION EFFECT
Explanations proposed to account for the diversification effect have focused on the choice strategy employed by decision makers in the simultaneous choice condition. Simonson (1990) suggests that greater observed variety (among chosen items) was driven by increased uncertainty about future preferences (for participants in the simultaneous condition) and argues that this greater preference uncertaintythat is, uncertainty about which item would be most preferred at time of consumption-leads simultaneous decision makers to select variety as a means to reduce the risk associated with potentially changing tastes. Because preferences often change over time and people have difficulty predicting their future tastes (Kahneman and Snell 1992) , there is risk associated with choosing the current preferred alternative for all future periods, so consumers diversify their choices to mitigate that risk. Researchers have also posited inflated uncertainty as a contributory mechanism for more varied simultaneous choices, modeled as a systematic inflation of the stochastic component of utility (Salisbury and Feinberg 2010) . Read and Loewenstein (1995) attribute the differences in observed variety to biased decision processes. They identify choice bracketing-making multiple choices together at once-as a key potential driver of diversification differences. They argue that simultaneous choice results in greater variety because the decision problem is presented in a "portfolio" format, for which a diversification, or varietyseeking, heuristic is evoked (see also Read et al. 2001; Read, Loewenstein, and Kalyanaraman 1999) . Conversely, sequential choice presents the decision problem as a series of (temporally) isolated decisions, so that selecting the most preferred alternative may appear to be an expedient heuristic on any, or indeed every, occasion. Simonson (1990) also proposes that variety is likely to be more salient when selecting multiple items simultaneously than when selecting items one at a time.
A second explanation Read and Loewenstein (1995, p. 37) pose is that consumers overpredict the satiation they will experience from repeated consumption of the same item. Their "time contraction hypothesis" proposes that consumers "subjectively shrink the interconsumption interval when making simultaneous choices, thus exaggerating the impact of satiation on their preferences." This leads people to diversify their chosen items as a means to avoid satiation. Although Read and Loewenstein (1995) do not render time contraction into the language of dynamic optimization, it is consistent with overly discounting satiation, leading to greater observed variety. More recent research shows that overpredicting satiation is mitigated as the interconsumption time interval decreases (Galak, Kruger, and Loewenstein 2011) .
Diversification is an observable phenomenon often presumed to reflect a variety-seeking choice heuristic. Prior research has tested explanations of the diversification effect by observing how choices differ in response to different task structures, each associated with a unique predicted response pattern under competing theories. Analyses have relied primarily on observables, most notably the number of unique items chosen in the course of an experiment, or related frequency distributions. The reliance on such measures alone-which typically are not, or cannot, be related to critical covariates for the choosers or for available items-limits our ability to make inferences about underlying drivers of observed choice patterns and their relative importance. Furthermore, it implicitly encodes two presumptions: (1) that choice is the lone, focal construct and (2) that participants' latent choice sets include the full breadth of items presented to them.
THE ROLE OF CHOICE SET FORMATION
Although it is clear that diversification can manifest in certain observable aspects of choice sequences, it is not at all evident whether the phenomenon is primarily choice based (i.e., conditional choice). Nedungadi (1990, p. 263) notes that "most explanations of choice variability … neglect the possibility of changes in the choice set itself." Take, for example, a consumer making a quick trip to the supermarket to pick up dinner for his family. Realizing that his family had chicken the previous night, he does not visit the poultry aisle-it is simply not a viable option-and therefore cannot take notice of a special promotion on rotisserie chicken, making it a relatively attractive dinner option compared with the others available in the store. He has not compared the option with others and found it unattractive; rather, he has reduced the breadth of his choice set to exclude it at the outset.
Consumer decision making has often been characterized as a "phased" decision process, with consumers whittling down alternatives from all options of which they are aware (the awareness set) to the relatively few options fully evaluated (the choice set) before arriving at a final choice (e.g., see Shocker et al.'s [1991] Figure 1 ). Researchers have proposed noncompensatory decision models for determining the composition of a consumer's choice set and mostly compensatory decision models for evaluating the alternatives in the choice set (Bettman 1979; Gensch 1987; Wright and Barbour 1977) . 2 While most behavioral studies suggest that this whittling-down process is one in which decision makers gradually focus on a smaller and smaller set of options (e.g., Tversky 1972), choice modelers have represented these psychological theories of decision making as twostage models of choice, typically a set formation submodel and conjoined conditional choice submodel (e.g., BenAkiva and Boccara 1995; Louviere, Hensher, and Swait 2000, Chap. 9) .
We adopt this two-stage framework, incorporating latent set formation and relaxing the assumption that consumers evaluate all available items, to assess the degree to which the breadth of alternatives in a consumer's latent choice set is implicated in choice diversification. Prior research in this area is scarce, though latent choice set composition has been linked to brand switching behavior (Nowlis and Simonson 2000) and the number of alternatives in a consumer's choice set has been shown to have a positive effect on brand switching (Sambandam and Lord 1995) . As Andrews and Srinivasan (1995) and Bronnenberg and Vanhonacker (1996) suggest, recently purchased brands are less likely to be in the choice set when consumers use a variety-seeking strategy.
The most direct evidence of choice set formation's role in diversification comes from Simonson's (1990, p. 156) final experiment, in which he had participants perform a simultaneous choice task, using exploratory think-aloud protocols to "provide insights into the decision strategies used" by consumers. He found evidence of a staged process: Protocol analysis suggested that 71% of participants first eliminated less attractive options; following elimination, participants then chose among the noneliminated options. Simonson (p. 157) notes that the number of noneliminated items-what he referred to as "the size of the consideration set"-was positively associated with observed diversification, compelling evidence of the possible role of set formation in the diversification effect. Because Simonson did not collect similar data for the sequential choice task, we cannot conclude from that experiment alone that set formation or choice set size differs between the two choice modes. There is, however, some evidence that consumers search a greater proportion of available information when selecting multiple options than when selecting just a single option (AbdulMuhmin 1999) . Thus, it is plausible that choice sets may be relatively larger in simultaneous (vs. sequential) choice and that, ceteris paribus, the likelihood of a consumer choosing his or her most preferred item should be lower for larger choice sets. We would thus expect that both observed diversification-which we subsequently measure in two waysand the number of alternatives in a consumer's latent choice set will be relatively greater when items are selected simultaneously than sequentially.
Relative Preferences and Choice Set Formation
Given the key role of preference uncertainty in the diversification effect (Simonson 1990) , we expect that the relative strength of preferences for available items is likely to influence the size of the effect itself. For example, observed diversification will likely differ if the available alternatives include a strongly favored (dominant) option versus if there is no option that dominates the others. Van Trijp, Hoyer, and Inman (1996) find that consumers' purchases exhibited decreased variety as self-reported strength of preference for the favorite option increased. Similarly, Ratner and Kahn (2001, Study 2) find that observed variety decreased when the available alternatives included less-(vs. more-) preferred options.
Utility-based models of consideration predict that choice set size will increase when brand utility (mean) differences are relatively smaller; for example, Hauser and Wernerfelt (1990) find that larger utility differences during the initial "information gathering phase" of choice set formation lead to smaller sets, while Roberts and Lattin (1991;  see their Figure 1 ) calculate explicitly, for a logit-based model, the (negative) relationship between differences in expected item utility and consideration set sizes. Mitra and Lynch (1995) find that participants in their study who made multiple purchases included more items in their choice set as the relative strength of preference decreased. Moorthy, Ratchford, and Talukdar (1997) find that information search increases with relative preference uncertainty and individual brand uncertainty. In their examination of information search and buyer uncertainty for durables, Urbany, Dickson, and Wilkie (1989) find that consumers report "considering" more brands as their uncertainty about which alternative to choose increases. This suggests that consumers choosing (multiple items) simultaneously are likely to include a greater number of alternatives in their choice set as preference for the most-favored option weakens. Because a similarly positive effect seems plausible for consumers choosing sequentially as well, a question naturally arises as to whether the relative strength of preferences will moderate the effect of choice mode on choice set composition; our approach is necessarily exploratory, and thus we make no a priori prediction.
State Dependence and Choice Set Formation
Choice diversification can be assessed by both the number of distinct items chosen during the observation period (which in our study is between one and three, with six possible choice options), or the number of switches between distinct items (between zero and two for our study). For our purposes, there are two important limitations with using either of these as a metric of variety seeking: (1) They lack an account of individual covariates, such as prior preferences, and (2) they cannot distinguish between variety seeking in set formation versus in selecting from the choice set. Much literature in stochastic modeling has addressed how to measure variety seeking and inertia while accounting for these two issues. The main theory-based study in the area is that of Seetharaman (2004, p. 263, emphasis in original) , who isolates structural state dependence, which "can be positive or negative, in which cases they are called inertia (Jeuland 1979) and variety seeking (McAlister 1982) ." This is operationalized as a lagged choice indicator, as in Heckman's (1981) classic formulation. We extend this formulation in that we allow for first-order carryover (i.e., structural state dependence) in both the set formation and conditional choice submodels, to empirically disentangle where the relative discounting, if any, of prior chosen items seems to occur. Furthermore, we allow state dependence to differ for simultaneous versus sequential choice; this enables us to empirically estimate the extent to which possible differences between the two choice modes may underlie differences in choice set formation and diversification. There is some precedent for this differentiation in Andrews and Srinivasan's (1995) work, in which they use a loyalty (geometrically decayed purchase indicator) variable in the set formation portion of their model; however, loyalty variables are known to conflate preference heterogeneity (perhaps explaining its strong positive role) with state dependence, and we introduce participant-level preferences to account for the former, mitigating this potential confound. Indeed, Bronnenberg and Vanhonacker (1996, p. 166 ) cite this as a rationale for excluding the loyalty variable from their choice set utility specification.
Measuring Choice Set Composition
There are two main roadblocks to conducting research on choice set formation: difficulty of direct observability and difficulty of conveyance. Set formation is often modeled as latent and unobservable (Ben-Akiva and Boccara 1995) because of the serious challenge of measuring choice set composition without disrupting consumers' choice process as it occurs. Some researchers have adopted the approach of using behavioral proxies of set formation, such as requests for brand information during decision making (e.g., Mitra and Lynch 1995) , to measure choice set composition. More commonly, researchers have relied on study participants' self-reports of choice set composition (e.g., Chandon et al. 2009; Erdem and Swait 2004) . This approach poses a challenge for the tasks we study here: Simply asking participants, after they make a choice, what items they considered would likely bias the choice process on subsequent occasions. Alternatively, asking which items were considered after they had made all choices would entail an enormous degree of measurement error due to the difficulty of participants' recalling their thought processes for multiple prior choices. Recently, Van Nierop et al. (2010) found strong confluence between stated versus inferred choice sets, with a hit rate of more than 80% (their Table 5 ). For these reasons, we infer choice set composition from a conjoined stochastic model of set formation and conditional choice (specified subsequently).
It should be emphasized that, while inferring choice set composition is a well-accepted practice, increased fidelity to choice data does not necessarily speak to cognition. To quote Swait and Erdem (2007, p. 684) , with "the explicit formulation of a two-stage decision process, it is not our intent to claim that decision makers actually employ such a two-stage approach to choice." In other words, choice sequences appear as if they arose from a process encompassing set formation effects, and this is the modeling approach we adopt here. As Horowitz and Louviere (1995, p. 51) caution, "consideration may simply be a reflection of preferences, rather than the first stage of a two-stage choice process."
MODEL: SPECIFICATION, IDENTIFICATION, AND ESTIMATION
A large literature in economics, transportation, and marketing addresses models that conjoin set formation (SET) and conditional choice (CHO). Space considerations preclude a full review, so we direct the reader to recent, detailed treatments by Swait (2001a) , Swait and Erdem (2007) , and Van Nierop et al. (2010) . Louviere, Hensher, and Swait (2000) present a detailed case study on choice set generation analysis, and we adapt much of their approach in the sequel. Specifically, there is a latent utility representation underlying the (joint) probability of a particular subset of items in choice set formation (SET; superscripted S):
where {b S k , X S kj } are coefficients and covariates, respectively, for items j and covariates k (we suppress subscripts for the individual participant for clarity). The probability of
a particular choice set, A, is therefore given by (e.g., Swait and Erdem 2007, Equation 2d ) the following: , and expected choice set sizes, which we examine in detail, follow from Equation 2 (i.e., by summing, for each set A, its size multiplied by its probability, P[A]). Accordingly, both will depend on the joint distribution of errors, {e S j }, which we cannot presume i.i.d. Although we take this issue up again subsequently, note that the probability that a particular subset of brands will enter the choice set, by Equation 1, depends on all their utilities jointly surpassing estimated thresholds (e.g., a multivariate probit model, if {e S j } are multivariate normal). As such, the nature of the interdependence among {e S j } can alter choice set composition and size, with some subsets of items more likely to jointly enter the choice set than if errors were presumed i.i.d. For example, given the universal set {Coke, Pepsi, Sprite}, each with the same deterministic portion of utility, the two-option choice sets {Coke, Pepsi}, {Coke, Sprite}, and {Pepsi, Sprite} would be presumed equally likely under i.i.d. error. We revisit this issue in the sequel and estimate error covariances conditional on our empirical choice data.
A similar framework underlies conditional choice (CHO; C superscript). Again suppressing individual participant-level subscripts, the "utility" for a specific brand (j) is given by Choice probabilities within a formation set, P[B j |A], come from Equation 3 in the usual random-utility multinomial framework, given an error specification, e C j (which, again, we do not presume i.i.d. and address in detail in the following section). Weighted averaging over all possible choice sets provides the unconditional probability of choosing a particular brand. A benchmark comparison of this class of models appears in Horowitz and Louviere's (1995) comprehensive overview. Estimating choice set formation models can suffer from the "curse of dimensionality," wherein the number of potential choice sets grow exponentially in the number of options. Because this number will be fixed at six in our study, calculating probabilities using all 63 (= 2 6 -1) nonempty choice sets is computationally feasible.
Presuming i.i.d. errors for both parts (SET and CHO) of the model, and across our eventual experimental conditions, is overly restrictive. Therefore, we first explore beyond such restrictions using full covariance matrices in both SET and CHO: e S  N[0, S S ], e C  N[0, S C ]. This vastly complicates frequentist estimation (Train 2009, Chapter 5) , and to our knowledge we are the first to do so for this class of models.
This is accomplished using the Cholesky decomposition for e S and e C , "low discrepancy" quasi-Monte Swait (1984) that we adopt for most of our final analyses.
STUDY METHODOLOGY
The goal of the study is to test the effect of choice mode (simultaneous vs. sequential) and relative strength of preference on choice set formation and subsequent diversification of observed choices. Preference strength, as defined, intrinsically involves individual participant-specific preferences-in particular, the designation of a "favorite" alternative. This requires not only prior ratings and rankings (as a hedge against ties on any imposed rating scale), but a fairly complex experimental manipulation in which the sets of items from which participants choose are themselves individual participant specific. Moreover, it was critical not to inadvertently manipulate other choice context elements known to exert influence on the decision process, such as the range of overall liking (Parducci 1995) or the number of available items.
We varied relative strength of preference by manipulating the relative distribution of ranking across available options, while holding number of alternatives constant, such that participants were exposed to a relatively weaker or stronger (participant-specific) favorite option in the (participantspecific) set of available alternatives; hereafter, we refer to this as the "available set." Participants choosing from a set with a relatively weak favorite were expected to include more alternatives in their latent choice sets than those choosing from a set with a relatively strong favorite, ceteris paribus (i.e., beyond other effects accounted for by the model, as described subsequently). We also expected, as discussed previously, that the relative strength of the mostfavored item would affect the magnitude of the diversification effect.
Experiment
Design. We conducted a controlled lab experiment to examine the influence of choice mode and relative preference strength on various model-based and directly observable aspects of the diversification phenomenon. We varied relative strength of preference across conditions by manipulating the degree to which each participant's most-favored option dominates the other available options in his or her available set of items, such that a set with a "strong favorite" corresponds to high relative preference strength and a set with a "weak favorite" corresponds to low relative preference strength. We used a 2 (choice mode: sequential vs. simultaneous) ¥ 3 (favorite dominance: strong, moderate, weak) between-subjects design. One hundred thirtynine undergraduate students participated to earn credit for an introductory marketing course. The experiment was designed to incorporate the essential features of prior studies of the diversification effect: Participants chose three snacks from a set of six available snacks, with consumption of each snack separated across three weeks (Read and Loewenstein 1995; Simonson 1990 ). This design approach facilitates comparison of our empirical results with those from prior research studies.
Procedure. Participants came to the behavioral lab on four occasions, each separated by exactly one week; they completed tasks on the same day and at the same time of each week. In Session 1, we assessed participants' idiosyncratic prior preferences for the experimental stimuli, which consisted of 12 snacks chosen to closely resemble stimuli used in prior studies (Read and Loewenstein 1995; Simonson 1990) : Austin cheese crackers with cheddar cheese, Austin cheese crackers with peanut butter, Chips Ahoy! chocolate chip cookies, Doritos nacho cheese tortilla chips, Hershey's chocolate bar with almonds, Lay's potato chips, M&M's with peanuts, Oreo cookies, Planters cashews, Planters peanuts, Reese's peanut butter cups, and Snickers bar. 3 Participants rated how much they liked each of the 12 snacks using an 11-point Likert scale (1 = "dislike very much," and 11 = "like very much"). Following that, participants ranked the 12 snacks, from their most favorite (rank = 1) to their least favorite (rank = 12). Hereafter, we refer to each of these measures, respectively, as prior rating and prior ranking. Participants were then thanked for their time and asked to return again to the same location exactly one week later.
Snack choice and consumption tasks took place in Sessions 2, 3, and 4. For ease of discussion, we refer to these sessions as Choice Weeks 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Participants in the simultaneous (SIM) condition chose three snacks in Choice Week 1-that is, they made their choices simultaneouslywhereas those in the sequential (SEQ) condition chose one snack per week in each of the three choice weeks. All participants consumed one chosen snack per week in each of the three choice weeks. We used an interconsumption time interval of one week, as in prior studies (Read and Loewenstein 1995; Simonson 1990) , to allow sufficient time to mitigate potential effects of satiation (Galak, Kruger, and Loewenstein 2011) . The key difference between the two conditions, therefore, was whether choices were made simultaneously or one at a time; consumption did not vary across conditions. Furthermore, participants explicitly slated each choice for a specific consumption time period to eliminate opportunities for flexibility seeking, which has been shown to increase observed diversification relative to SIM (Walsh 1995) .
We manipulated favorite dominance by controlling which snacks were available to each participant. Each participant chose from a customized set of six snacks, based on his or her prior snack rankings reported in Session 1. Participants in the strong favorite condition chose snacks from a set that included the snacks they had ranked {1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}; participants in the moderate favorite condition chose snacks from a set that included the snacks they had ranked {1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12}; and participants in the weak favorite condition chose snacks from a set that included the snacks they had ranked {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12}. Thus, every participant was pre-sented with a unique set of six snacks, according to his or her idiosyncratic preferences; snack ranks were consistent within condition but varied across conditions. To ensure consistency in the range of item attractiveness across conditions and across participants, all customized sets included participants' highest (rank 1) and lowest (rank 12) a priori ranked snacks. Note also that we manipulated the snacks made available to each participant (i.e., their available set); we did not manipulate each participant's choice set, which we intended to infer on the basis of the posited model. We expected to observe a diversification difference, comparably sized to prior studies (Read and Loewenstein 1995; Simonson 1990) , for the moderate favorite condition, but we expected the size of the diversification differences to attenuate in the weak favorite and strong favorite conditions.
In Choice Week 1, participants in the sequential choice condition chose and ate one snack from their customized available set. All six snacks were physically present at the time of choice, with a plate full of several of each option displayed on the table where the participant was seated. Sessions were conducted one participant at a time, so participants observed only their unique set of six snacks and were unaware of other potential alternatives. Participants in the simultaneous choice condition chose three snacks and allocated each to a specific week in the experiment: one to eat at that same session (Choice Week 1), a second to eat in Choice Week 2, and a third in Choice Week 3. Participants were explicitly told that they could choose a snack more than once, as there was a sufficient supply of each. After making all three choices, simultaneous participants ate the snack that they had chosen for Choice Week 1.
In each of Choice Weeks 2 and 3, participants in the sequential choice condition repeated the same task as in Choice Week 1: They chose a snack from their available set and then ate it. Participants in the simultaneous choice condition ate the snack they had chosen in Choice Week 1 for that specific consumption period.
Empirical Modeling and Measurement Approach
We estimated the results stemming from our experimental design using the joint model of Equations 1-3. The following table presents covariates in each submodel:
Prior rankings and ratings allow for an account of participantlevel preference ("observed") heterogeneity in the set formation and conditional choice submodels, respectively. We make this slight difference in specification for theoretical, estimation-based, and empirical reasons: (1) theoretical, because an item's prior ranking accounts for the effect of the favorite dominance manipulation (on choice set composition) in the set formation submodel; (2) estimation based, in that certain conjoined models are known to sacrifice stability if their covariates sets are exactly identical (see Puhani 2000) ; and (3) empirical, in that this particular specification offers the best fit to the choice data among the possible permutations for the rating and ranking covariates. We include interaction terms choice mode ¥ choice lag in both the SET and CHO submodels to test for evidence of differences in degree of variety seeking (or inertia) between the sequential and simultaneous choice conditions. Note that we include brand dummies in both submodels; for identification purposes, we arbitrarily selected Snickers to have its brand dummy set to zero for the conditional choice submodel.
The effects of choice mode and favorite dominance on expected choice set size manifest in not only a single parameter but also patterns across them that depend in subtle ways on the actual distribution of covariates in the six (2 mode ¥ 3 favorite dominance) conditions. To test for these effectsmost notably for differences in the (latent) expected choice set size-requires constrained optimization. We report informally that all models estimated showed strong evidence (e.g., multistart) of convergence to a unique interior maximum. 4 We test parametric restrictions via a likelihood-ratio test, when applicable; for all statements below regarding parametric significance, we re-estimate the model in Equations 1-3 subject to setting some function of estimated parameters to a fixed value (often a single parameter to zero), basing the stated significance level on the associated chi-squared test. We compared nonnested models using alternate metrics (e.g., Bayesian information criterion [BIC]).
Results
We present classes of results in sequence, beginning with observed choice diversification, the typical measure used to examine the diversification effect. An examination of estimated latent choice sets follows, with two key findings offering new insights into how diversification can arise: (1) a general tendency toward relatively larger latent choice sets in simultaneous multiple-item choice, suggesting that, all else being equal, we are likely to observe more unique items chosen in SIM than in SEQ, and (2) evidence of first-order state dependence in set formation, but only in SIM (i.e., not in SEQ), suggesting that the previously chosen item is less likely to be "considered." This so-called discounting effect 5 serves to decrease the expected choice set size within SIM (for any particular choice occasion), but the total number of unique items chosen across occasions is driven up because the probability of selecting an item not previously chosen is increased.
We present each result in detail next. Before doing so, we report that so-called observed heterogeneity is apparently critical in both parts of the model: As expected, both Rate in choice (p < .02; see Table 1 ) and Rank in set formation (p < .001) are highly significant. (Unless otherwise noted, model results are based on i.i.d. Gumbel errors; subsequently, as discussed previously, we also introduce some full covariance probit-based models to explore alternative error structures, which our data do not support.) Diversification differences. We measured diversification of chosen items, as prior researchers (e.g., Read and Loewenstein 1995; Simonson 1990 ) have done, enabling an "apples-to-apples" comparison of our findings with those of prior studies. We operationalized diversification in two ways: the number of unique items chosen (ranging from one to three) and the number of times a participant chose an item that he or she had not chosen for the immediately prior occasion ("item switches," ranging from zero to two). The diversification effect occurs when SIM diversification is greater than that for SEQ-that is, when the diversification difference is greater than zero.
Aggregating across all favorite dominance conditions, we found a significant diversification effect (unique items: M SIM-SEQ = .42, t = 3.12, p < .001; switches: M SIM-SEQ = .38, t = 2.51, p < .01). 6 Notably, we observed an interaction effect between choice mode and favorite dominance: SIM-SEQ diversification differences were not equal across favorite dominance conditions (unique items: F(2, 134) = 13.08, p < .001; switches: F(2, 134) = 14.95, p < .001; see Figure 1 ). We observed a SIM-SEQ diversification difference in the moderate and weak favorite conditions, but when participants' available item sets contained a strong favorite, the diversification difference was not significantly greater than zero (unique items: t = .14, p > .4; switches: t = -.32, p > .6). A Jonckheere-Terpstra (nonparametric) test revealed a significant increasing trend in SIM observed variety across favorite dominance conditions (unique items: z = 3.45, p < .0001; switches: z = 3.89, p < .0001). We found no such trend for SEQ observed variety (unique items: z = .38, p > .35; switches: z = .15, p > .44). Thus, as favorite dominance lessened, SIM observed variety increased while SEQ observed variety remained unchanged, consequently increasing the magnitude of the diversification effect.
Expected choice set size. We examine the effects of three separate constructs on the expected value of the choice set size, a key metric for set formation-based diversification differences averaged across participants in the appropriate conditions: whether there is (1) a difference between SEQ and SIM choice modes, (2) a main effect of favorite dominance, and (3) an interaction between choice mode and the favorite dominance manipulation. 
We found strong evidence for differences in expected choice set size across the sequential and simultaneous conditions (see Figure 2 ). In the SEQ condition, the mean estimated set size was 3.01 items (out of a total of 6 possible), while for SIM it was 4.20. Figure 2 , Panel B, presents a comparison of the distribution of predicted choice set size across the two choice modes. The modal choice set size in sequential choice is three, compared with four or five items (nearly identical probabilities) in simultaneous choice. Constrained optimization (d.f. = 1), in which expected choice set sizes are restricted to be equal, shows the difference is strongly significant (M8; p < .002; see Table 2 ). We conducted a similar test (d.f. = 2) for whether mean estimated choice set size was the same across the three favorite dominance conditions: In the condition with a strong favorite, the mean estimated set size was 3.02 items. The corresponding values for conditions with moderate and weak favorites were 3.50 and 4.26, respectively, and the differences are extremely significant (M9; p < .0001). Finally, we tested for an interaction effect between choice mode and strength of favorite; this too was significant (M10; d.f. = 2, p < .02).
Although this last effect crossed the traditional significance threshold, a casual observation of the graph depicted in Figure 2 , Panel A, suggests that the relative importance and magnitude of the interaction effect was relatively modest, compared with that of the main effects, and appears to be largely driven by the weak favorite condition. This pattern of results stands in stark contrast to the observed choice diversification results of Figure 1 .
As discussed previously, Equation 2 enables us to estimate quantities characterizing latent choice sets in each of the experimental conditions. An item of any given rank was less likely to be included in the latent choice set of participants choosing sequentially than that of those choosing simultaneously (p < .002; see Figure 3 , Panel A). This was consistent across all ranks, and the likelihood difference grew larger for lower-ranked items. The probability of all available items being included in the choice set displayed an intriguing pattern: Participants were more likely to include all available items in the choice set in simultaneous choice mode than in sequential choice (p < .0001), and the difference in probability grows as favorite dominance weakens (see Figure 3 , Panel B). The model predicted that participants choosing sequentially in the strong favorite or moderate favorite condition would almost never include all .25
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Moderate Weak six available items in their choice sets (probability equal to .001 and .003, respectively). The probability rose somewhat, to .026, if the available set had a weak favorite. This stands in contrast to corresponding values for SIM: The probability of including all available items in the choice set was .041 for the strong favorite, .084 for the moderate favorite, and a very large .244 for the weak favorite condition. This pattern closely resembles that of observed variety in Figure 1 . State dependence: variety seeking and inertia. We employed lagged choice indicator variables in both the set formation and the conditional choice submodels to estimate the extent to which participants exhibited inertial or varietyseeking behavior. We use the phrase "variety seeking in choice set formation" to mean a systematic discounting of the specific item chosen on the directly prior choice occasion. As we show in Table 2 , only the set formation SIM lag was significant (M2; p < .001). Notably, none of the other (SET or CHO) lag covariates passed the  = .05 threshold (M5, M6, or M7). Therefore, there is evidence of a very strong variety-seeking tendency, but one that occurs only in the simultaneous condition and only in set formation, not in conditional choice. Note that b S SIM, Lag = -2.268; on the logit scale, this represents an approximately tenfold reduction in the odds ratio for the prior chosen item in set formation. Furthermore, additionally allowing for a lagged effect in the conditional choice submodel does not increase explanatory power (M7; p > .4). Indeed, there is no sign of significant carryover at all in the conditional choice portion of the model for either SIM or SEQ. The overall pattern of results for state dependence (variety seeking or inertia) is clear and consistent: The only evidence of carryover in the joint model is for variety seeking in set formation for simultaneous choice, and the effect size is large.
By way of comparison, we estimated a choice-only model (i.e., one in which the latent choice set is taken to be the entire available set). Although not so much as in the two-stage model, evidence for variety seeking in simultaneous choice is nonetheless significantly strong (p < .01; Table  1 ). However, the overall effect strength is beside the point: Had we relied solely on the choice-only model, we would (perhaps erroneously) conclude that variety seeking took place in an unconditional choice process because it presumes "all things considered." We point out in closing that the choice-only model detects neither variety seeking nor inertia in sequential choice mode (p > .08). In simple terms, variety seeking is "soaked up" by a choice-only model because a set formation submodel cannot appropriately account for it. The set formation submodel aids greatly in explanatory power (M12; d.f. = 15, p < .001), which is especially striking given the loss of parsimony.
We hesitate to ascribe psychological meaning to model parameters. To do so in this one case, the pattern of lagged choice variables (i.e., state dependence) suggests three main findings. First, the data are more consistent with participants' altering the breadth of options in their choice sets, rather than with evaluating previously consumed items and discounting them. Next, first-order carryover appears to 10 JOURNAL OF MARKETING RESEARCH, Ahead of Print operate only in set formation and only for choices made all at the same time (SIM). Finally, analysts relying solely on standard one-stage choice models may misattribute diversification to a choice-based phenomenon rather than one operating at the level of set formation. The overall pattern of results suggests that SIM choice set sizes are larger than in SEQ, with a concurrent discounting of the previously chosen item in SIM formation, making it less likely to be in the choice set. The net result is relatively greater observed choice diversification in SIM.
Temporal error scaling. Previous researchers have proposed inflated preference uncertainty in simultaneous choice, relative to sequential choice, as a contributory mechanism underlying the diversification effect (Simonson 1990 ). A choice model allowing error variance to differ between choices made for immediate consumption versus for future consumption offers a way to test this prediction (Salisbury and Feinberg 2010) . We tested this alternative model specification by introducing future temporal scaling factors,  SET and  CHO , into the set formation and conditional choice submodels, respectively. The key test of temporally based error inflation involves whether  SET > 1 and  CHO > 1, for the simultaneous choices made for consumption in future periods. (Choice Weeks 2 and 3 for this study; the first item chosen in simultaneous choice mode is consumed immediately.)
We investigated the role of temporal inflation by first estimating a model that incorporates temporal variance scaling in the conditional choice submodel and restricts error variance to be equal across temporal conditions in set formation. The results suggest a temporal scaling factor greater than one,  CHO = 1.30, but the difference was not statistically significant (LL diff = .576, d.f. = 1, p > .28). We extended this further and tested for temporal scaling in both the set formation and conditional choice submodels, assuming  SET =  CHO . Again, we found directional evidence consistent with temporal inflation; however, perhaps due to limited sample size, error variance for items chosen for immediate versus future consumption did not differ significantly ( SET =  CHO = 1.45, LL diff = .645, d.f. = 1, p > .25).
Finally, we test for item-specific error heteroskedasticity by reestimating the model using Equations 1-3 but allowing for each item (indexed by subject-specific rank) to have its own utility variance; that is, we replace the standard conditional logit in conditional choice with a heteroskedastic extreme value model (Bhat 1995) . As indicated by M13 in Table 2 , this model does not provide superior fit (p = .14). (We did not find these diagonal errors significant in any subsequent model and therefore do not discuss them again, presenting tests using error correlation matrices alone.)
Error covariance structure. Diversification differences have also been attributed to consumers' use of a diversification choice heuristic in simultaneous choice, essentially treating it like choosing a portfolio, whereas sequential decision makers, making one-off choices, were assumed to use a utility-maximizing strategy (Read and Loewenstein 1995) . This suggests differences in the error covariance structure for simultaneous versus sequential choice modes.
We explored this alternative modeling approach, as described previously in Equations 1-3, using a probit-based model with full-rank error covariance structure. We first estimated a model specification mirroring our base model, M1 (see Table 1 ), but with normally distributed errors (not Gumbel, as with the logit and heteroskedastic extreme value models). The probit base model estimate (P1 in Table 3 ) yielded a model fit that was nearly identical to our focal logit-based model (LL = -465.66 and LL = -465.84, respectively). We then estimated several models to test for alternative error covariance structures. The results yielded consistent evidence against significant error heteroskedasticity or intercorrelation, in either SET or CHO, for any of the models tested.
First, we tested for error correlation in set formation or in conditional-choice. We estimated a model allowing for error correlation in SET alone (i.e., restricting errors to be uncorrelated in CHO), finding no evidence for deviations from an identity matrix (P2; LL diff = .36, d.f. = 15, p > .99; Table 4 ). Nor was there evidence of error correlation in CHO alone (P3; LL diff = 8.33, d.f. = 10, p > .08). An "omnibus" test, allowing for free error correlations in both submodels, was significant against neither identity (P4; LL diff = 10.51, d.f. = 25, p > .69) nor allowing for CHO error correlations only (LL diff = 2.18, d.f. = 15, p > .99).
A key test is whether error structures differ in the simultaneous versus sequential choice modes. We found no evidence for such differences, comparing the model with both the base probit (P6; LL diff = 12.19, d.f. = 50, p > .99) and a model restricting error correlations to be equal across choice modes (LL diff = 1.50, d.f. = 25, p > .99). It is also important to test whether adding error variances (i.e., diagonal entries 7 ) improves fit, finding that it (model P5) does not improve fit against any of the nested specifications: base probit (P1, p > .60), conditional choice error correlations (P3, p > .95), or both error correlations (P4, p > .24). Thus, in summary, we found no evidence for differences in error covariance structure across SIM and SEQ choice modes, for unequal variances (diagonal entries), or for error correlations (off-diagonal entries) in either portion of the model. We note in closing that although some of the correlation entries in Table 3 are not close to zero, the model likelihood is apparently relatively flat for these (i.e., in the Cholesky decompositions over which the covariance entries are estimated). 8 In the sequel, we restrict further tests to be against the logit versions of the set formation and conditional choice submodels (i.e., all errors are i.i.d. Gumbel).
Tests of model assumptions. The model comprising Equations 1-3 relies on several assumptions. First, we assume that there is no parametric heterogeneity beyond the observed heterogeneity accounted for by participant-specific rankings (in set formation) and ratings (in conditional choice). Second, we further assume, in choosing covariates for both submodels, that there is no interaction effect between choice condition (SIM vs. SEQ) and the participant-level prior "attractiveness" measures (rankings and rat-ings). These interactions provided pivotal evidence for diversification in Simonson's (1990) conditional logit choice model, so it is critical to test whether there is evidence for them beyond other effects in the model. We examine these in turn.
Heterogeneity. Given the very small number of observations (three) per participant, modeling heterogeneity using normal random effects for all coefficients would likely be inaccurate (Andrews, Ainslie, and Currim 2008) . Instead, we estimated latent class versions of Equations 1-3. The one-class model was clearly favored over that with two classes (M1 and M16, respectively, in Table 2 ) in terms of Akaike information criterion (985.7 vs. 1005.9) and BIC (1093.2 vs. 1224.9). There were no subsequent improvements with additional latent classes. In short, we see no evidence for unobserved parametric heterogeneity.
Interaction effects. The sine qua non of diversification in Simonson's (1990) original investigation was finding an interaction between (SIM vs. SEQ) choice mode and participants' posterior ratings of liking and attractiveness of available items. Although we have found ample evidence for diversification without including this interaction in either the set formation or conditional choice portions of the model, it is of both theoretical and practical interest to determine whether, in addition to other effects accounted for, there appears to be a difference in how strongly respondents weight their own prior ratings in SEQ versus SIM. Beginning with the best-fitting base model (M1), including an interaction between ranking (in set formation) and condi- tion (SEQ vs. SIM), was not significant (p > .1). We achieved marginal significance (p = .03) by including an interaction between rating (in conditional-choice) and condition (SEQ vs. SIM). An omnibus test, including both, was again nonsignificant (p = .09). In short, evidence for the marginal importance for interactions between participantspecific evaluations (ratings and rankings) and choice condition (SEQ vs. SIM) is equivocal at best.
Summary of results.
When comparing simultaneous and sequential choice tasks, we found it important to carefully model choice set formation, with item choice conditional on participant-specific choice sets rather than on the full set of available options. Experimental evidence is strongly consistent with a greater number of latent choice set items when choosing simultaneously versus sequentially. Furthermore, expected choice set size decreases as the degree of dominance of the favorite item increases. We observed a significant diversification effect when the favorite item moderately or weakly dominates other available items, but the effect recedes to nonsignificance when the available set includes a strong favorite. This is not the case for set formation. The dominance of the prior favorite does not attenuate differences in expected choice set size, except when the favorite is weak, in which case the difference in expected number of items is just barely attenuated. Notably, we observe strong evidence of systematic variety seeking (i.e., discounting the item chosen previously) during set formation in simultaneous choice but no evidence of variety seeking during selection among the items in the latent choice set.
We found no evidence for alternative patterns of error covariation in the set formation or conditional choice models, nor did we find differences in error covariation across the simultaneous and sequential choice modes. We also found little evidence of temporal stochastic inflation for simultaneous choice. Extensions of the best-fitting model suggest that the effects of error heteroskedasticity, latent correlations, and unobserved heterogeneity were all modest, allowing for a relatively simple account of covariate effects. 9 Moreover, we found that adding interactions between choice mode (sequential vs. simultaneous) and brand preference (ratings or rankings) were, at best, marginally significant in either part of the model and thus could not be the driving force behind the diversification effect, beyond other effects encoded in the model.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Variety seeking has been a major topic of study in choice theory and marketing for decades, from several distinct disciplinary perspectives. More specifically in the context of the current study, the diversification effect has itself been broadly verified: Consumers overestimate their own desire for variety, thereby choosing less-preferred items they appear reluctant to eventually consume. Prior researchers have conceptualized the greater diversification observed when choices are made all at once (as opposed to in a temporally separated sequence) as stemming from a varietyseeking choice strategy or heuristic (Read and Loewenstein 1995; Simonson 1990 ). More recently, Drolet and He (2010, p. 1) , in surveying the current state of research on variety seeking, characterize it from the outset as a "common consumer choice strategy."
That variety seeking has been consistently characterized as a strategy or heuristic operating on consumers' choice processes is sensible: All prior research on the diversification effect, and the lion's share on variety seeking more broadly, has analyzed choice sequences, often through formal statistical (discrete choice) models, as in the literature on state dependence. Here, we find similar evidence that the diversification effect manifests in observed sequences of choices. At the same time, the data indicate that diversification is far more compatible with a set formation-based explanation. This takes the form of an approximately tenfold reduction in the odds of a consumer considering his or her last chosen option again, when making choices (slotted for specific future consumption occasions) simultaneously. We saw no such reduction for choices made sequentially, or in any part of the conditional choice submodel. Moreover, we found that the expected number of choice set items was substantially greater when choices were made simultaneously versus sequentially.
Our data are therefore largely consistent with a varietyseeking strategy in simultaneous (but not sequential) choice, as both Simonson (1990) and Read and Loewenstein (1995) posit; however, our model-based results suggest that the variety seeking itself may occur when consumers are assembling their choice sets, not when choosing from them. This has implications along theoretical, model-based, and managerial dimensions, which we survey briefly. First and most obviously, our results suggest that choice strategies Notes: For models P2-P5, error covariance structure is estimated as common across both SEQ and SIM. Model P5 is not nested within model P6.
may not always be directly implicated by observed choices alone, which should be construed as a mixture of distinct psychological processes that may operate in phases or stages. There has been relatively little development of general statistical models to aid decision theorists and psychologists in distinguishing different phases and types of screens (for a recent exception, see Yee et al. 2007 ). In the current study, the statistical framework explicitly models two phases: one binary for set formation and the other multinomial for conditional choice, each encoding a different type of comparative strategy for winnowing a full set of available options down to a single final choice. However, this hardly exhausts the possibilities, suggesting that further work in the area should consider process measures that could help corroborate the role of choice set formation uncovered here or enhance it in various ways, including additional phases, covariates, or structures to account for preference heterogeneity. Immediate examples include manipulations of time contraction, temporal discounting, and priming of portfolios, which, along with direct measures of choice set composition (e.g., through protocols), could serve to tease apart how various posited theoretical explanations for the diversification effect are implicated both overall and in choice set formation specifically. Our findings have implications for model building as well. Variety seeking is typically modeled as structural state dependence and measured using lagged purchase indicators. Some researchers have attempted to capture such effects in field data and apportion them to set formation and consequent choice. For example, Bronnenberg and Vanhonacker (1996) include a lagged, smoothed indicator in their recency variable. This had an exceptionally strong positive influence on choice set membership, suggesting it may have picked up residual preference heterogeneity, or the lack of (prior) measures of brand preferences, similar to the strongly positive effects of the classic loyalty variable in both parts of the model that Andrews and Srinivasan (1995) find. Therefore, we believe it is critical to separately account for structural state dependence (first-order carryover) effects and for the effects of both overall brand preferences and possible heterogeneity in such preferences, or theories about the presence and relative magnitude of diversification in different evaluative processes may hinge on measures that confound multiple phenomena.
The model uncovered extremely strong effects of relative preference strength, which we manipulated as degree of dominance of the consumer's a priori favorite over other available options in the set. Specifically, expected choice set size decreased with relative preference strength. This finding depended on laboriously constructed individualized choice sets, which may prove a barrier to extending our findings to other domains or in fieldwork. However, the strength of this result suggests it may be robust to various concurrent manipulations or to the sorts of unobservables and noise present in real-world purchase settings. This is a critical area for further work, given its importance for smaller-share and niche brands, those chosen for the change of pace diversification differentially favors.
In particular, smaller-share or niche brands should consider how change of pace persuasive messages or positioning may influence consumers. Conjoint and similar analyses hinge on, for example, a good price being compensatorily weighted against a less satisfactory attribute, such as (for a variety seeker) recent consumption. However, if variety seeking operates nearly entirely in set formation, this assumption may be incorrect: No matter how good the deal offered for a product, recent consumers may not notice or care, because they have already ruled that product out. In principle, it should be possible to test for such promotiondampening effects, given sufficient field data on advertising, promotions, and longitudinal purchase histories.
It is important to investigate whether our results generalize to other product categories, particularly those that differ in terms of hedonics or durability. Prior research has demonstrated the diversification effect for audio and video selection in experimental contexts (Read et al. 2001; Read, Loewenstein, and Kalyanaraman1999) . With the rapid emergence of on-demand products and services, such as music downloads and video streaming, consumer behavior is shifting from making choices for future consumption (SIM) to those for immediate consumption (SEQ). This general trend may serve to reduce the degree of expressed variety, and the drivers for this are likely to vary by product class.
Given the difficulty of conducting diversification-based studies, those involving complex choices, costly items, or goods for which preferences are highly intractable or weak (e.g., commodities) may be impracticable. However, because diversification affects marketers-and the efficacy of their inducements-in a wide and verified range of settings (the snack category alone is a multibillion-dollar market), additional studies of the role of set formation in choice and diversification could be of critical importance to both decision theory and marketing practice.
APPENDIX: ESTIMATION STRATEGY
Estimating a model in the form of Equations 1-3 requires several specialized methods, given the large number of additional entries in the covariance matrices, as well as their intrinsic interdependence. We address these in stages. First, the covariance matrices must be represented in terms of independently manipulable parameters, and we therefore estimate instead their Cholesky decompositions; various parametric restrictions required for hypothesis testing can be imposed directly on these decompositions. (Bunch [2001] provides examples of generating discrete choice data based on Cholesky representations of the error covariance, as well as some discussion of identification issues.) Second, calculating multivariate normal probabilities is notoriously computationally difficult (Genz and Bretz 2009) . To do so, we use maximum simulated likelihood (MSL) and quasiMonte Carlo methods, as follows. For each error, we first draw 1000 values of a uniform [0, 1] Halton sequence (for reference, Stata's multinomial probit MSL uses 300 Halton draws for a six-option set). These are "low discrepancy," representing the target uniform distribution and its moments better than random draws, and are well-suited to MSL (for an application in discrete choice models, see Bhat 2003) . These draws are inverse z-transformed to be i.i.d. univariate normally distributed and are then multiplied by the lowertriangular Cholesky matrix to yield low-discrepancy draws from N[0, S S ] and N[0, S C ]. Likelihoods follow from Equations 1-3. We found four significant digit agreement for log-likelihoods using this method and those from the stan-dard logit (i.e., with Gumbel errors) when both S S and S C were fixed to identity matrices.
We performed optimization for the elements of b S k , b C k and the Cholesky entries of S S and S C . Because the simulated model likelihood is not smooth in these arguments, gradientbased methods are inapplicable; moreover, because some of the models investigated have dozens of parameters, grid search methods are not suitably efficient. Therefore, we turned to genetic/evolutionary algorithms, which offer the supposed benefit of locating global optima (specific procedures and search settings are available from the authors). In practice, we found it critical to choose judicious starting points, so we initialized searches for b S k , b C k at their appropriately rescaled logit-based analogs (see Train 2009, Chap. 3). We reestimated all models using multistart and handchecked the resulting "best" solutions for local optimality, extensively so for covariance matrices. Finally, we verified model likelihoods using a separate set of 1000 Halton draws to verify accuracy to five significant digits (in our applications, to the hundredth's place). Although estimation was complex-running times were approximately 1000 times longer than for logit analogs-it did allow error structures to be exhaustively examined for SET versus CHO, and across experimental conditions, as described in the "Results" section.
